AUGUST HIGHLIGHTS

The Wonder of Animals celebrates the most successful animal groups on earth—from apes to elephants, ants to penguins. By taking a look at their extraordinary physiology and incredible adaptations, this series finds out why these animals have been so successful. Airs Thursdays, 9:59 and 10:30 p.m.

Where to Watch

Over the Air

16.1 WUSF TV (HD)
16.2 WUSF Kids
16.3 WUSF Create
16.4 WUSF Knowledge

WUSF on Comcast

441 WUSF TV (HD)
204 WUSF TV
205 WUSF Kids
206 WUSF Create
207 WUSF Knowledge

WUSF on Frontier FIOS

516 WUSF TV (HD)
016 WUSF TV
470 WUSF TV
473 WUSF Kids
472 WUSF Create
471 WUSF Knowledge

WUSF on Bright House

1016 WUSF TV (HD)
616 WUSF TV
617 WUSF Kids
618 WUSF Create
619 WUSF Knowledge

Secrets of the Dead “Cleopatra’s Lost Tomb” Will an amateur archaeologist’s theory reveal where Cleopatra’s lost tomb is hidden? Airs Sunday, August 14, 9 p.m.

Yakov Smirnoff’s Happily Ever Laughter: The Neuroscience of Romantic Relationships Laugh and learn with Yakov as he inspires viewers to bring back the honeymoon stage and keep it going. Yakov provides tools for sparking romantic relationships using love and laughter. Airs Thursday, August 25, 8 p.m.
Let us rock your August! Summer, Surf & Beach Music We Love (My Music) Rejoice in the sun-drenched sounds of the greatest surf guitar rock and pop tunes by legendary artists that still ride the waves of popularity today, including the Beach Boys, Ventures, Drifters, The Beatles, Roy Orbison, Bobby Darin and many others. Airs Wednesday, August 24, 8 p.m.

Boys American Radio Songbook of the 1950s-1970s! Starring leading cast members of the Tony Award-winning musical pop tunes by legendary artists that still ride the waves of popularity today, including the Beach Boys, Ventures, Drifters, The Beatles, Roy Orbison, Bobby Darin and many others. Airs Wednesday, August 24, 8 p.m.

Under the Streetlamp: Rockin’ Round the Clock Filmed in August 2015, Bonamassa is backed by a stellar band of blues musicians. Airs Saturday, August 27, 9 p.m.

Blues rock master Joe Bonamassa delivers a musical tribute to the Three Kings of the Blues at the legendary Greek Theatre. Airs Saturday, August 27, 9 p.m.

My Music We Love (My Music) This fast-paced special brings back the classic hits of Frankie Valli, Elvis Presley, Tom Jones, The Beatles, Roy Orbison, Bobby Darin and many others. Airs Thursday, August 25, 8 p.m.

Mysteries "Death at the Grand" 9:00pm Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries "Death at the Grand" 10:00pm Midsomer Murders "Midsomer Life" Part 1 11:00pm Joe Bonamassa: Live at the Greek Theatre 10:00pm Celtic Thunder Legacy

*Programs scheduled are subject to change after printing of this publication.